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Article Highlights

- The dramatic impact on wealth from compound returns really starts to pick up after an investing period of 20 to 25 years.
- Older investors should place a bigger emphasis on saving more than building aggressive portfolios with higher risks of large losses in a given year.
- Lower savings rates require higher returns to achieve the same ending wealth, but those higher returns may not be feasible or realistic.

There are two engines of growth in an investment portfolio: (1) the contributions made by the investor, and (2) the rate of return generated by the portfolio itself.

The question is this: Which has the greater impact? The answer is based on your age.

The Savings Matrix

The Savings Matrix, shown in Table 1, gives various ending account values at age 65 based on four different starting ages of an investor. The baseline figures (shaded in gray) assume 6% of income is saved annually. (This is a 6% savings rate or, if you prefer, a 6% portfolio contribution rate. For the sake of simplicity, contributions are made to the portfolio at year end.) The baseline figures also assume a 6% annualized portfolio return. The variables in this analysis are increasing the savings rate from 6% to 10% or realizing a 10% return on the portfolio instead of a 6% portfolio return. In both cases, the other variable is kept constant.

Starting at Age 25

For an investor who began investing in their retirement portfolio at age 25, the terminal value at age 65 would be $491,658 (assuming a $35,000 starting salary and 3% annual increases in pay) if the savings rate was maintained at 6% and an annualized portfolio return of 6% was realized. Interestingly, this individual earned over $2.63 million during their 40-year working career.

What if the annual portfolio return increased to 10% and the savings rate stayed at 6%? The portfolio value at age 65 would be nearly $1.26 million. On the other hand, if the savings rate increased to 10% per year and the portfolio return stayed at 6% annually, the ending portfolio value at age 65 would be $819,429.

Figure 1 charts the results over time.

Clearly for a young investor, the portfolio rate of return has more impact than the annual savings rate on the ending account value at age 65. Of course, one might suggest that the best of all worlds for a 25-year-old investor is to save 10% of income each year AND have a portfolio return of 10%! No question about that—as the ending portfolio value would be an astounding $2,099,861 (again, assuming a starting annual salary of $35,000 and a 3% annual increase in salary over a 40-year career).

Starting at Age 35

Next, we consider a 35-year-old investor. Assuming a 6% savings rate and a 6% annualized portfolio return, the baseline ending portfolio value at age 65 would be $311,971 (assuming a salary, adjusted for 3% annual raises, of approximately $47,000 at age 35 and further 3% annual increases in pay). If the portfolio annual rate of return increases to 10% (holding the savings rate constant at 6%), the ending account value at age 65 would be $605,655. Comparatively, the portfolio would be worth $519,952 if the savings rate was increased to 10% while portfolio return was held at 6%.
annually. Once again, for a “younger” investor, increasing the portfolio return from 6% to 10% provides greater impact than increasing the savings rate from 6% to 10%. Clearly, a 6% or 10% savings rate and a 6% or 10% portfolio return are not the only possible rates of return and savings rates, but the point of this specifically focused analysis is to isolate the general impact of altering the savings rate versus changing the portfolio return (by virtue of employing different asset allocation models) at various ages.

Starting at Age 45

At age 45, things get interesting. The 45-year-old has an annual income of approximately $63,200 and continues to receive 3% annual increases in pay until age 65. (The income figure of $63,200 is simply a 3% annual growth rate applied to a $35,000 salary for a 25-year-old.) Assuming a 6% savings rate combined with a 6% portfolio return, the ending balance would be $177,128 at age 65. If the savings rate increased to 10% (holding the portfolio return constant at 6%) the ending balance increases to $295,214, whereas a 6% savings rate with a 10% portfolio return would result in an ending balance of $266,657. This is an advantage to the savings increasing to 10% rather than the portfolio return increasing to 10%.

A person who starts investing at age 45 benefits more by increasing their savings rate from 6% to 10% than by attempting to increase their portfolio return from 6% to 10%. This may be counterintuitive because conventional wisdom may seem to suggest that if a person is “late to the retirement planning game,” they need to make up for lost time by building a portfolio that is largely equity-based—that is, a portfolio that can crank out returns of 10% to 12% per year. This research suggests otherwise. In fact, the “older” investor should prioritize saving more each year rather than build an overly aggressive, high risk/high return portfolio.

Think of it this way, if the time frame of the investor is reduced from 40 years to 20 years (as is the case for a 45-year-old who is now starting to invest in their retirement account), the beneficial impact of compounding (that is, the portfolio performance) has been dramatically reduced by the shorter time frame. The dramatic compounding-based growth in a portfolio really starts to pick up steam after 20 to 25 years. Thus, with a shorter time frame to work with, a portfolio benefits more from the direct contributions made to it. Plus, when “juicing” a portfolio to crank out higher returns, the downside risk is significantly larger in any given year. And we should all know by now that a loss of 50% requires a gain of 100% to break even—which clearly suggests that we stay away from big portfolio losses as we age.

For example, over the past 48 years (1970–2017), a portfolio design that generated a 6% average annualized return had a worst one-year return of −1.87% (based on an asset allocation of 75% cash, 15% bonds and 10% large U.S. stocks). By the way, that negative return of 1.87% was the only loss during the 48-year period and, not surprisingly, occurred in 2008.

Conversely, a portfolio design that generated roughly a 10% annualized return had a worst-case one-year return of −27.6% (based on an equal one-seventh allocation to large-cap U.S. stock, small-cap U.S. stock, non-U.S. stock, bonds, cash, real estate and commodities—with annual rebalancing). In all fairness, however, that was the largest loss by far during the 48-year period. The equally weighted seven-asset portfolio only had five other years where a negative return occurred, but none of those five other losses exceeded 5.53%. The single big loss of 27.6% happened in 2008. The point is that a higher return portfolio is also a higher risk portfolio—and older investors are not keen on taking large losses since they have fewer years to recover from such losses. Not to mention the emotional toll that large portfolio losses inflict on investors.

Starting at Age 55

For the investor who starts investing for retirement at age 55 with a salary of nearly $86,000, raising the savings rate from 6% to 10% increases the ending account value by over $50,000 (from $75,937 to $126,562). By contrast, if the portfolio return increases from 6% to 10% the ending balance at age 65 increased by only $15,073 to $91,010.

Table 1. The Savings Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age When Starting to Save for Retirement</th>
<th>5% Savings Rate &amp; 6% Return ($)</th>
<th>6% Savings Rate &amp; 10% Return ($)</th>
<th>10% Savings Rate &amp; 6% Return ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>491,658</td>
<td>1,259,917</td>
<td>819,429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>311,971</td>
<td>605,655</td>
<td>519,952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>177,128</td>
<td>266,657</td>
<td>295,214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>75,937</td>
<td>91,010</td>
<td>126,562</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Baseline figures are shown in gray.
sort of reasonable nest egg target value. The practical outcome of these findings is actually quite helpful. What is being suggested here is that older investors should save more rather than build aggressive portfolios that expose them to the risk of large losses in any given year. It is large losses that can emotionally undermine older investors who—naturally—have less time to recover from such losses.

**Investors Can Control Contributions More Than Returns**

Contributions are an investing “variable” that is more in the control of the investor, while portfolio performance (particularly in the short run) is less controllable. As a result, investors who rely upon the performance of the portfolio to do the “heavy lifting” (that is, to make up for their insufficient contributions during their working years) will usually fall into the trap of having too much equity exposure and therefore be exposed to too much risk of loss.

It is my opinion that the performance or “return” of an investment portfolio should accomplish two primary goals: (1) preserve and protect the contributions of the investor, and (2) provide a modest rate of return.

Understandably, in an era of “supersized” meals, drinks, vehicles, houses and egos, the notion of a “modest” rate of return may sound rather unsophisticated. Nevertheless, I’m suggesting that the performance of a portfolio should never be expected to make up for under saving on the part of the investor.

It is our job as investors to adequately contribute to our retirement investment accounts. A contribution rate of 2% to 3% of our income into a 401(k) account or individual retirement account (IRA) is simply inadequate. Frankly, I suspect we all know that. But, perhaps we allow a long list of “wants” to put the squeeze on our retirement savings rate. This reminds me of the Fram oil filter commercial many years ago: “You can pay now, or pay me later.” The implication of that advertisement was that the cost later (of potentially repairing the engine) would be much higher than the cost now (of changing the oil and the oil filter). The corollary is that an inadequate savings rate now will inflict a heavy price later as our nest egg is only a fraction of what it needs to be.

If younger investors are willing to take more risk, there is a distinct payoff in the long run—and they have a long run to work with. But for older investors to take on more risk exposes them to potential losses that they have neither the time to resolve nor the emotional stamina to endure.

**An Illustrative Comparison of Savings Rates Versus Returns**

A 25-year-old worker begins her career earning $35,000 per year. Her salary increases 3% annually over the next 40 years. If she invests 10% of her income each year (which could represent a 10% savings rate by her alone OR a 6% savings rate by her and a 4% match from the employer) into a 401(k) each year, she will have a nominal balance of $263,904 accumulated by age 65 assuming a portfolio rate of return of 0%. She has amassed over a quarter of a million dollars entirely as a result of her own contributions—representing...
Over the past 92 years there have been 53 rolling 40-year periods. The S&P 500 index has never produced a 40-year annualized return in excess of 12.6%. (The highest 40-year return was 12.49% from January 1, 1950, to December 31, 1989.) Of course, that represents a 100% equity retirement portfolio, which is far more volatile than many investors can stomach. In case you’re curious, the average rolling 40-year return for the S&P 500 from 1926–2017 was 10.9%.

A more reasonable asset allocation for most investors might be a 60% stock/40% bond portfolio. Never once has a 60/40 portfolio produced a 40-year annualized return of 12.6% or higher since 1926. In fact, the average 40-year rolling return (over the 53 such periods since 1926) for a 60/40 portfolio was 9.25%. If our 25-year-old worker wants to achieve this target retirement account balance of $819,429 by age 65, and she earns an average return of 9.25% (the historical average for a 60% stock/40% bond portfolio), she would need to increase her annual savings rate from 2% to 4.7%.

What if bond returns (40% of the return of a 60/40 portfolio) are not as impressive over the next 10 or 20 years as they’ve been over the past several decades? During the 34-year period of rising interest rates from 1948 through 1981, the annualized return of U.S. bonds was 3.83%, versus 7.86% over the past 36-year period of 1982 through 2017 (a period of generally declining interest rates). During the period of rising interest rates from 1948 through 1981, a 60/40 portfolio had an average annualized return of 8.52%. So, if we assume a portfolio return of 8.52%, our 25-year-old worker will need to save 5.6% of her income each year (i.e., a 5.6% savings rate) to hit her retirement target of $819,429 by the age of 65.

This type of hypothetical analysis can go on forever. It need not. The analysis already sufficiently illustrates a glaring reality: a 2% savings rate will not get the job done to be adequately prepared for retirement. Nor is a 4% savings rate adequate. An annual savings rate of 5.6% is the lowest feasible rate for a 25-year-old using a 60/40 allocation and assuming sustained lower bond returns in the future. Obviously, if you are starting to prepare for retirement at an age of 35 or higher, the needed savings rate would be even higher.

Over the past 92 years there have been 53 rolling 40-year periods. The S&P 500 index has never produced a 40-year annualized return in excess of 12.6%. (The highest 40-year return was 12.49% from January 1, 1950, to December 31, 1989.) Of course, that represents a 100% equity retirement portfolio, which is far more volatile than many investors can stomach. In case you’re curious, the average rolling 40-year return for the S&P 500 from 1926–2017 was 10.9%.

A more reasonable asset allocation for most investors might be a 60% stock/40% bond portfolio. Never once has a 60/40 portfolio produced a 40-year annualized return of 12.6% or higher since 1926. In fact, the average 40-year rolling return (over the 53 such periods since 1926) for a 60/40 portfolio was 9.25%. If our 25-year-old worker wants to achieve this target retirement account balance of $819,429 by age 65, and she earns an average return of 9.25% (the historical average for a 60% stock/40% bond portfolio), she would need to increase her annual savings rate from 2% to 4.7%.

What if bond returns (40% of the return of a 60/40 portfolio) are not as impressive over the next 10 or 20 years as they’ve been over the past several decades? During the 34-year period of rising interest rates from 1948 through 1981, the annualized return of U.S. bonds was 3.83%, versus 7.86% over the past 36-year period of 1982 through 2017 (a period of generally declining interest rates). During the period of rising interest rates from 1948 through 1981, a 60/40 portfolio had an average annualized return of 8.52%. So, if we assume a portfolio return of 8.52%, our 25-year-old worker will need to save 5.6% of her income each year (i.e., a 5.6% savings rate) to hit her retirement target of $819,429 by the age of 65.

This type of hypothetical analysis can go on forever. It need not. The analysis already sufficiently illustrates a glaring reality: a 2% savings rate will not get the job done to be adequately prepared for retirement. Nor is a 4% savings rate adequate. An annual savings rate of 5.6% is the lowest feasible rate for a 25-year-old using a 60/40 allocation and assuming sustained lower bond returns in the future. Obviously, if you are starting to prepare for retirement at an age of 35 or higher, the needed savings rate would be even higher.

Figure 2. Savings Rates Matter More for Shorter Investment Horizons

An investor with a shorter time horizon, such as a 55-year-old who is saving for retirement, benefits more from a higher savings rate than from seeking higher rates of return. This investor has less ability to benefit from the impact of compounding and is less able to withstand an ill-timed drop in their portfolio.
inherently or intuitively. When dealing with retirement security in particular, more than a casual acquaintance with investing is required. Sound decision-making needs to be based on cash flow management in good markets and bad. It also demands an appreciation of the effect of inflation with the passage of time, and the integration of estate, financial and tax planning.

Notwithstanding the apparent complexities, the future can and will be sound and secure for investors who embrace this basic principle: Bull markets are followed by bear markets, and bear markets are followed by bull markets. That may seem trite, but the point is that no market is bound heavenward at all times. Historical perspective will give you a foundation to build your investment decisions on, especially if you have a long investment horizon. Achieving retirement security is a long-term enterprise. ▲

*Julie Jason directs the money management practice of Jackson, Grant Investment Advisers Inc. of Stamford, Connecticut. She is also the author of several books; her latest is “Retire Securely: Insights on Money Management from an Award-Winning Financial Columnist” (Sterling, 2018). Find out more about Jason at www.aaii.com/authors/julie-jason.*
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savings rate will have to increase.

**Conclusion**

The most important thing that can be done right now to help America’s population be better financially prepared for retirement would be to increase the annual savings rate to at least 6% of annual income. An annual savings rate of 10% would be the long-term goal. A savings rate of 10% or higher is particularly important for investors over the age of 45.

This may seem very discouraging to someone who is doing their best to set aside 4% to 5% of income each year into their retirement portfolio. Don’t be discouraged. If 4% is your best effort right now, take courage in that. However, work toward a 6% savings rate or higher—with 10% being the ideal goal. As with many goals, we have to work our way there over time. ▲

*Craig L. Israelsen, Ph.D., teaches as an executive-in-residence in the Personal Financial Planning Program at Utah Valley University in Orem, Utah. He is also the developer of the 7Twelve Portfolio (www.7twelveportfolio.com) and the author of three books, including “7Twelve: A Diversified Investment Portfolio With a Plan” (John Wiley & Sons, 2010). Find out more about the author at www.aaii.com/authors/craig-israelsen. Israelsen will speak at the AAll Investor Conference this fall in Las Vegas; go to www.aaii.com/conference for details.*
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averages cannot be known in advance. For individual investors, what really matters is attaining personal financial goals. To do this, the goal needs to be based on return expectations that are within reach, not on wishful thinking or crystal ball projections.

Long-term historical returns serve as a useful guide, but they need to be tempered with judgment:

• Make sure your expectations are not based on historical returns that are heavily weighted by short-term economic environments that are unlikely to be sustained during your investment horizon.
• Make sure that your return assumptions include relationships that are consistent with past long-term relationships.
• Be aware of the limitations—no one can predict the future with any degree of accuracy, so make sure your plans are conservative, flexible and don’t depend on pinpoint accuracy.
• Finally, realize that while you have no influence over future returns, you do have control over your ability to save relative to your level of income and invest in a disciplined manner. ▲

*Charles Rotblut is a vice president at AAll and editor of the AAll Journal. Follow him on Twitter at twitter.com/CharlesRAAll. Find out more at www.aaii.com/authors/charles-rotblut.*